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1. Introduction and statement of results
The limit multiplicity problem in its classical formulation (introduced by DeGeorge–
Wallach [dGW78, DW79, Wal80]) concerns the asymptotic behavior of the spectra of lat-
tices in semisimple Lie groups. For a locally compact group G (with a fixed choice of a
Haar measure) let Π(G) be its unitary dual. Define the discrete spectral measure on Π(G)
associated to a lattice Γ in G by
µΓ =
1
vol(Γ\G)
∑
π∈Π(G)
dimHomG(π, L
2(Γ\G))δπ,
where δπ denotes the Dirac measure at π. (The multiplicities in this definition will be finite
in the cases of interest to us.) Let now G be more specifically a connected linear semisimple
Lie group, and denote the Plancherel measure of G by µpl. We ask: under which conditions
does a sequence (Γn) of lattices in G with vol(Γn\G) → ∞ satisfy the limit multiplicity
property µΓn → µpl? In this formulation it is natural to impose that Γn ∩ Z(G) = 1
for almost all n, where Z(G) is the (finite) center of G. Slightly more generally, for an
arbitrary subgroup Θ of Z(G) we can ask whether µΓn → µpl,Θ, the Plancherel measure
of G/Θ, provided that Γn ∩ Z(G) = Θ for almost all n. Here, the convergence is to be
understood in the sense that µΓn(A) → µpl,Θ(A) for suitable subsets A ⊂ Π(G) (namely
Jordan measurable subsets of the tempered dual and bounded subsets of the non-tempered
dual, cf. Definition 1.2 below).
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We expect this property to hold in great generality, namely for arbitrary sequences of
irreducible congruence arithmetic lattices (i.e., lattices Γ containing a principal congruence
subgroup of a standard arithmetic lattice). We refer to [FLM14, §1] for a more extensive
introduction to this problem (including references to previous work). While quite general
results have been recently obtained in [ABB+] for the case of uniform lattices in higher-
rank Lie groups, the results in the non-uniform case are not as complete, especially for
general groups G. In [FLM14], the collection of the principal congruence subgroups of
a fixed standard arithmetic lattice Γ = G(OF ) was considered, where G is a reductive
group over a number field F and OF is the ring of integers of F , and the limit multiplicity
problem was solved affirmatively for this collection under certain natural conditions on G
(called properties (TWN) and (BD) in [ibid.]). The goal of this paper is to extend the
results of [ibid.] to the collection of all congruence subgroups of such a lattice. The main
new ingredient is a purely group-theoretic estimate from [FL13] (see below). Our proof of
this estimate in [ibid.] is based on the approximation principle for congruence subgroups
introduced in this paper. (See [ABB+, §5] for a different approach.)
In the following we will work in the adelic setting. See Corollary 1.5 below for a restate-
ment of the main result in classical language.
Throughout let G be a (connected) reductive group defined over a number field F and
S a finite set of places of F containing the set S∞ of all archimedean places. We write
Sfin = S−S∞. Let FS be the product over all v ∈ S of the completions Fv, A
S the restricted
product of the Fv for v /∈ S, and A = FS × A
S the ring of adeles of F . As usual, G(FS)
1
denotes the intersection of the kernels of the homomorphisms |χ|S : G(FS) → R
>0, where
χ ranges over the F -rational characters of G and |·|S denotes the normalized absolute value
on F×S . The subgroup G(A)
1 of G(A) is defined analogously using the adelic absolute value
|·|A on A
×. Fix a Haar measure on G(A)1 and on G(AS). This determines a Haar measure
on G(FS)
1.
For any open compact subgroup K of G(AS) let µK = µ
G,S
K be the measure on the
unitary dual Π(G(FS)
1) of G(FS)
1 given by
µK =
1
vol(G(F )\G(A)1/K)
∑
π∈Π(G(FS)1)
dimHomG(FS)1(π, L
2(G(F )\G(A)1/K)) δπ
=
vol(K)
vol(G(F )\G(A)1)
∑
π∈Π(G(A)1)
dimHomG(A)1(π, L
2(G(F )\G(A)1)) dim(πS)K δπS .
Let Z = ZG be the center of G and Z(OS) the intersection of Z(F ) with the unique
maximal compact subgroup of Z(AS). It is well-known that Z(OS) is a finitely generated
abelian group which is a uniform lattice in Z(FS)
1 = Z(FS) ∩ G(FS)
1. For any compact
open subgroup K of G(AS) let
ZK = Z(F ) ∩K ⊂ Z(OS).
We consider the set of subgroups of Z(OS) as a closed subset of {0, 1}
Z(OS) (which is a
compact topological space when endowed with the product topology). Since any subgroup
of Z(OS) is finitely generated, we have Zn → Θ precisely when Θ ⊂ Zn for all but finitely
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many n, while each element of the complement of Θ in Z(OS) belongs to only finitely many
of the groups Zn. Thus, ZKn → Θ if and only if
(1.1)
∑
z∈Z(F )
(h⊗ 1Kn)(z)→
∑
z∈Θ
h(z)
(in either the discrete topology on C or the usual one) for any h ∈ C∞c (Z(FS)
1). We also
remark that if ZKn → Θ then µKn is supported on Π(G(FS)
1/Θ) for all but finitely many
n.
Remark 1.1. Using Chevalley’s theorem [Che51], one can show that any subgroup Θ of
Z(OS) is a limit of subgroups of the form ZKn for suitable compact open subgroups Kn of
G(AS). We will not go into details, since we will not use this fact.
Definition 1.2. Suppose that K is a set of compact open subgroups of G(AS). We say
that K has the limit multiplicity property if for any subgroup Θ of Z(OS) and any subset
K′ ⊂ K such that ZK → Θ, K ∈ K
′, we have µK → µpl,Θ, K ∈ K
′, where µpl,Θ is the
Plancherel measure of G(FS)
1/Θ, in the sense that
(1) for any Jordan measurable subset A ⊂ Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ) we have µK(A)→ µpl,Θ(A),
K ∈ K′, and,
(2) for any bounded subset A ⊂ Π(G(FS)
1) \ Πtemp(G(FS)
1) we have µK(A) → 0,
K ∈ K′.
Here, Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ) ⊂ Π(G(FS)
1/Θ) denotes the tempered dual of G(FS)
1/Θ (the
support of the Plancherel measure µpl,Θ). We can rephrase the first condition by saying
that for any Riemann integrable function f on Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ) we have
µK(f)→ µpl,Θ(f), K ∈ K
′.
Recall that a Jordan measurable subset A of Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ) is a bounded set such that
µpl,Θ(∂A) = 0, where ∂A = A¯−A
◦ is the boundary of A in Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ). A Riemann
integrable function on Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ) is a bounded, compactly supported function which
is continuous almost everywhere with respect to the Plancherel measure.
If G is F -simple and simply connected, then we expect the limit multiplicity property to
hold for any collection K of compact open subgroups of G(AS) with vol(K)→ 0, K ∈ K.
In the general case it is natural to impose the following condition. For any reductive group
H let H(A)+ be the image of the map Hsc(A)→ H(A), where Hsc is the simply connected
cover of the derived group of H . Define H(AS)+ analogously.
Definition 1.3. We say that a family K of compact open subgroups of G(AS) is non-
degenerate, if for any F -simple normal subgroup H of G we have volH(AS)+(K∩H(A
S)+)→
0, K ∈ K.
In this paper we will only treat the case where the family K consists of open subgroups
of a fixed open compact subgroup KS0 of G(A
S). In this case, non-degeneracy simply
amounts to the condition that for any F -simple normal subgroup H of G the map K ∈
K 7→ K ∩ H(AS)+ is finite-to-one. When G itself is F -simple and simply connected, we
may take K to be the collection of all open subgroups of KS0 .
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Recall that in [FLM14, §5], two natural properties of the reductive group G (called
properties (TWN) and (BD)) were introduced and studied. They concern the behavior of
the intertwining operators associated to proper parabolic subgroups of G, and are therefore
trivially satisfied if G is anisotropic modulo the center. By [ibid., Proposition 5.5, Theorem
5.15], they are known to hold if G is either GL(n) or SL(n). In a future paper we will
establish them in many additional cases.
Our main result here is the following.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that G satisfies (TWN) and (BD) and let KS0 be a compact open
subgroup of G(AS). Then limit multiplicity holds for any non-degenerate family K of open
subgroups of KS0 .
As a direct consequence we obtain the following result on the spectra of arithmetic
lattices.
Corollary 1.5. Suppose that G is a simply connected F -simple group satisfying (TWN)
and (BD) and that G(FS) is not compact. Let K
S
0 be a compact open subgroup of G(A
S).
Then limit multiplicity holds for the lattices ΓK = G(F ) ∩ K ⊂ G(FS), where K ranges
over the open subgroups of KS0 , i.e., for any subgroup Θ of the finite group Z(OS) ⊂ G(FS)
and any collection K of open subgroups of KS0 such that ZK = ΓK ∩Z(OS) = Θ for all but
finitely many K ∈ K, we have µΓK → µpl,Θ (in the sense of Definition 1.2).
The corollary follows directly from the strong approximation theorem [PR94, Theorem
7.12], which asserts that (under the above conditions onG) theG(FS)-spacesG(F )\G(A)/K
and ΓK\G(FS) are canonically isomorphic for any open subgroup K of G(A
S). The finite
index subgroups ΓK = G(F ) ∩ K of the arithmetic lattice Γ0 = G(F ) ∩ K
S
0 are called
the congruence subgroups of Γ0. Since the groups SL(n) are known to satisfy properties
(TWN) and (BD), we have in particular the following result.
Corollary 1.6. For any number field F and any finite set S ⊃ S∞, limit multiplicity (in
the sense of Definition 1.2) holds for the family of all congruence subgroups ΓK of the
lattice Γ0 = SL(n,OS) in the group SL(n, FS).
It is known from the work of Raghunathan [Rag76, Rag86], that any isotropic F -simple
simply connected group G for which the sum over v ∈ S of the Fv-ranks of G is at least
two, has the congruence subgroup property. This means that every finite index subgroup
of Γ0 is contained in a congruence subgroup whose index is bounded in terms of G only.
In fact, in many cases every finite index subgroup is a congruence subgroup, for instance if
either Sfin 6= ∅ or if G is split and F is not totally complex. In such a situation, Corollary
1.5 becomes a statement on the collection of all finite index subgroups of the lattice Γ0.
We will comment on possible extensions of Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 at the end of §2
below.
We thank the Hausdorff Research Institute for Mathematics, Bonn, where a part of this
paper was worked out. We thank Nicolas Bergeron, Tsachik Gelander, Peter Sarnak and
Andreas Thom for useful discussions and interest in the subject matter of this paper.
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2. The proof strategy
We now explain the strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.4. Using (a slight extension of) a
result of Sauvageot [Sau97], we can interpret the limit multiplicity property in terms of the
trace formula as follows. Fix a maximal compact subgroupKS of G(FS) and letH(G(FS)
1)
be the algebra of smooth, compactly supported, bi-KS-finite functions on G(FS)
1. For any
h ∈ H(G(FS)
1) let hˆ be the function on Π(G(FS)
1) given by hˆ(π) = trπ(h). Denote by
Rdisc the regular representation of G(A)
1 on the discrete part of L2(G(F )\G(A)1). Note
that we have
µK(hˆ) =
1
vol(G(F )\G(A)1)
trRdisc(h⊗ 1K)
and
µpl,Θ(hˆ) =
∑
z∈Θ
h(z).
Then we have the following reduction.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that a collection K of compact open subgroups of G(AS) has the
property that for any function h ∈ H(G(FS)
1) we have
(2.1) µK(hˆ)−
∑
z∈Z(F )∩K
h(z)→ 0, K ∈ K.
Then limit multiplicity holds for K.
Proof. Using (1.1), for any subgroup Θ ⊂ Z(OS) and any collection K
′ ⊂ K with ZK → Θ,
K ∈ K′, we have µK(hˆ) → µpl,Θ(hˆ) =
∑
z∈Θ h(z), K ∈ K
′. We need to show that this
implies the limit multiplicity property in the sense of Definition 1.2, i.e., the convergence
µK(A)→ µpl,Θ(A), K ∈ K
′, for suitable sets A ⊂ Π(G(FS)
1).
Fix a subgroup Θ as above. Arguing as in [FLM14, §2], the assertion follows from the
following variant of Sauvageot’s results.
Let ǫ > 0.
(1) For any bounded set A ⊂ Π(G(FS)
1) \ Πtemp(G(FS)
1) there exists h ∈ H(G(FS)
1)
such that
(a) hˆ(π) ≥ 0 for all π ∈ Π(G(FS)
1),
(b) hˆ(π) ≥ 1 for all π ∈ A,
(c) µpl,Θ(hˆ) < ǫ.
(2) For any Riemann integrable function f on Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ) there exist h1, h2 ∈
H(G(FS)
1) such that
(a) |f(π)− hˆ1(π)| ≤ hˆ2(π) for all π ∈ Π(G(FS)
1/Θ), where we extend f by zero
to Π(G(FS)
1/Θ).
(b) µpl,Θ(hˆ2) < ǫ.
The case Θ = 1 is [FLM14, Theorem 2.1], due to Sauvageot. The case where Θ is finite
easily follows from the fact that if hˆ(π) ≥ 0 for all π ∈ Π(G(FS)
1) then |h(z)| ≤ h(1) for
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all z ∈ Z(FS)
1, since h(z) =
∫
Πtemp(G(FS)1)
hˆ(π)ωπ(z
−1) dµpl, where ωπ denotes the central
character of π.
Consider the case of a general subgroup Θ ⊂ Z(OS). Let Θtor be the torsion part
of Θ and Θ = Θ/Θtor, which is free abelian of finite rank. Let X(G) be the group of
all unitary characters of a locally compact group G and consider the restriction map r :
X(G(FS)
1)→ X(Θ). Since its cokernel is finite, its image contains the divisible subgroup
X(Θ) ⊂ X(Θ). Let s : X(Θ) → X(G(FS)
1) be a (set-theoretic) cross section for r which
is almost everywhere continuous.
We start with the proof of the second assertion. Given a Riemann integrable function f
on Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θ), we define a Riemann integrable function F on Πtemp(G(FS)
1/Θtor)
by setting F (π) = f(π⊗ s(ωπ|Θ)
−1). By the previous case there exist H1, H2 ∈ H(G(FS)
1)
satisfying the second assertion with f replaced by F and Θ replaced by Θtor. Let Y
be a finite subgroup of X(Θ). Then the averages hj = (|Y |
−1
∑
χ∈Y s(χ))Hj satisfy
|f(π)− hˆ1(π)| ≤ hˆ2(π) for all π ∈ Π(G(FS)
1/Θ). Since the support of H2 on Θ is fi-
nite, we can choose Y such that h2(z) = (|Y |
−1
∑
χ∈Y χ(z))H2(z) = 0 for all z ∈ Θ,
z /∈ Θtor. Therefore µpl,Θ(hˆ2) = µpl,Θtor(Hˆ2) < ǫ, as desired.
For the first assertion, we again apply the result in the finite group case to obtain a
function H ∈ H(G(FS)
1) satisfying the first assertion with A replaced by {π ⊗ s(χ) : π ∈
A, χ ∈ X(Θ)} and Θ replaced by Θtor. Taking h = (|Y |
−1
∑
χ∈Y s(χ))H as before will
yield the result. 
As in [FLM14] we will use Arthur’s non-invariant trace formula to attack (2.1). Re-
call that Arthur has defined a certain distribution h 7→ J(h) on C∞c (G(A)
1) and ex-
panded it geometrically and spectrally [Art78, Art80, Art82a, Art82b, Art85, Art86] (cf.
§3 for more details). The distribution J depends on the choice of a maximal F -split
torus of G and a suitable maximal compact subgroup K of G(A). The main terms
on the geometric side are the elliptic orbital integrals, most notably the contribution
JZ(F )(h) = vol(G(F )\G(A)
1)
∑
z∈Z(F ) h(z) of the central elements. The main term on
the spectral side is trRdisc(h).
In order to prove the relation (2.1) we will consider the following two statements (which
together clearly imply it):
(2.2) For any h ∈ H(G(FS)
1) we have J(h⊗ 1K)− trRdisc(h⊗ 1K)→ 0, K ∈ K,
and,
(2.3) for any h ∈ H(G(FS)
1) we have J(h⊗ 1K)− JZ(F )(h⊗ 1K)→ 0, K ∈ K.
Following [FLM14], we call these relations the spectral and geometric limit properties,
respectively.
In §3 we will prove the geometric limit property for any non-degenerate family K of open
subgroups of KS0 (see Theorem 3.2 below). Under assumptions (TWN) and (BD) on G, we
will then prove in §4 the spectral limit property for any non-degenerate family K of open
subgroups ofKS0 (see Corollary 4.9). It is a technical feature of the proof that we first prove
for each proper Levi subgroup M of G a different statement (polynomial boundedness) on
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the measures µM,S∞KM , where KM varies over the open subgroups of an arbitrary compact
open subgroup of M(Afin). The proof of this auxiliary statement proceeds by induction on
the semisimple rank of the Levi subgroup M and uses Theorem 3.2 (for M instead of G).
Both the geometric and spectral limit properties are proved in a quantitative form, i.e.,
we obtain estimates of the form Oh(N
−δ) for the left-hand sides of (2.2) and (2.3), where
N is the appropriately defined level of K and δ > 0 depends only on G (cf. (3.2) below
for the precise definition of N , which coincides with the standard one if G is F -simple
and simply connected). A natural problem, which will not be considered here, is to obtain
from this an estimate for the difference |µG,SK (A)− µpl,Θ(A)| in terms of N for suitable
subsets A ⊂ Π(G(FS)
1). This would require a quantitative version of the density principle
(Theorem 2.1).
In the case of principal congruence subgroups, these results were already obtained in
[FLM14]. The main new input for extending these results to arbitrary non-degenerate
families is the estimate of [FL13, §5] (cf. also [ABB+, §5]) for the volumes of intersections
of conjugacy classes with open subgroups of KS0 . Otherwise, we follow pretty much the
line of argument of [FLM14]. For the spectral limit property, a key ingredient, both in
[FLM14] and here, is the spectral expansion obtained in [FLM11, FL11]. For the geometric
limit property one needs to revisit Arthur’s methods and results (mostly from [Art85]) in
some detail, but once again, there is no conceptual difficulty.
While Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 give a partial solution to the limit multiplicity
problem (for groups G satisfying (TWN) and (BD)), one may try to extend our methods
to deal with the general problem. First note that in Theorem 1.4 we restricted ourselves
to collections K consisting of open subgroups of a fixed open compact subgroup KS0 of
G(AS). It would be more natural to consider instead arbitrary open compact subgroups of
G(AS). However, in general there is no system of representatives for the G(AS)-conjugacy
classes of all such subgroups that is contained in a compact subset of G(AS). Our present
treatment of the geometric side follows Arthur’s treatment quite closely, and consequently,
the dependence of our estimates on the support of the test function h⊗ 1K is not explicit.
To deal with general subgroups K, a necessary prerequisite would be a refinement of the
main geometric estimate of Theorem 3.2 that addresses this problem.
In view of the limit multiplicity problem for general lattices in groups of the form G =
G(FS), the following further extensions seem interesting: one could consider (assuming
that G satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 1.5) the class of all lattices in G(FS) that
contain a lattice of the form ΓK (necessarily as a subgroup of finite index). While any
such lattice that is a subgroup of G(F ) is necessarily itself of the form ΓK (by strong
approximation), in general there also exist such lattices that are not contained in G(F ).
The maximal lattices of this form have been described by Prasad [Pra89] and Borel–Prasad
[BP89, BP90]. A technically more demanding further step would be to treat (as in [ABB+])
collections of lattices Γ in a fixed group G = G(FS) that do not belong to finitely many
commensurability classes. For example, one could fix a Chevalley group G and an e´tale
algebra E of dimension > 1 over R, and consider the lattices G(OF ) in the group G(E),
where F varies over all number fields with F ⊗ R = E. We note that for G = GL(n),
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Arthur’s trace formula has been recently considered from this point of view by Jasmin
Matz [Mat13, Mat15].
3. The geometric limit property
We start with the geometric side of the trace formula and analyze the geometric limit
property, which we will prove in a refined quantitative form in Theorem 3.2 below. The
basic strategy is similar to [FLM14], where the case of principal congruence subgroups is
treated. The additional ingredient is the estimate of [FL13, §5] for the volume of the set
{k ∈ KS : k−1xk ∈ K}, where K is an open subgroup of KS0 and x ∈ G(A
S).
3.1. Notation. As before, G is a (connected) reductive group defined over a number field
F and A is the ring of adeles of F . Let Ad : G → GL(g) be the adjoint representation
of G, whose image is the adjoint group Gad. Let S ⊃ S∞ be a finite set of places of F
and KS0 ⊂ G(A
S) an arbitrary compact open subgroup, which we regard as fixed in the
following.
Fix a maximal F -split torus of G with centralizer M0 and fix a minimal parabolic sub-
group P0 of G defined over F containing M0. We also fix a maximal compact subgroup
K =
∏
vKv = K∞Kfin of G(A) = G(F∞)×G(Afin) which is admissible with respect to M0
[Art81, §1]. Let a∗M0 = X
∗(M0) ⊗ R where X
∗(M0) is the lattice of F -rational characters
of M0, and let aM0 be the dual space of a
∗
M0
. Fix a Euclidean norm ‖·‖ on aM0 .
As in [FLM14] we fix a faithful F -rational representation ρ : G → GL(V ) and an OF -
lattice Λ in the representation space V such that the stabilizer of Λˆ = OˆF ⊗ Λ ⊂ Afin ⊗ V
in G(Afin) is the group Kfin. For any non-zero ideal n of OF let K(n) be the principal
congruence subgroup of level n, i.e.,
K(n) = {g ∈ G(Afin) : ρ(g)v ≡ v (mod nΛˆ), ∀v ∈ Λˆ}.
We denote by N(n) = [OF : n] the ideal norm of n. More generally, for a finite set S ⊃ S∞
of places of F and an ideal n 6= 0 coprime to Sfin let K
S(n) = K(n) ∩KS, an open normal
subgroup of KS =
∏
v/∈SKv. Similarly, for a finite set S of finite places of F and an ideal
n 6= 0 whose prime factors are contained in S let
KS(n) = {g ∈ G(FS) : ρ(g)v ≡ v (mod nOS ⊗ Λ), ∀v ∈ OS ⊗ Λ}.
We recall the definition of the relative level of a compact open subgroup from [FLM14,
§5.1]. Let H be a Zariski closed normal subgroup of G defined over F . We write H(A)+, or
simply H+, for the image of the map Hsc(A) → H(A) where Hsc is the simply connected
cover of the derived group of H . (Note that the derived group of H is connected.) For a
compact open subgroup K of G(AS) we set
(3.1) lev(K;H+) = min{N(n) : KS(n) ∩H(AS)+ ⊂ K},
where n ranges over the ideals of OF which are coprime to S. We also set
(3.2) minlev(K) = min
H
lev(K;H+),
where H ranges over all Zariski closed non-central normal subgroups of G defined over F .
(It is enough to consider the finitely many F -simple normal subgroups of G.) Recall that a
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family K consisting of open subgroups of KS0 is non-degenerate (in the sense of Definition
1.3 above) if and only if the map K ∈ K 7→ K ∩H(AS)+ is finite-to-one for any F -simple
normal subgroup H of G. This is clearly equivalent to the condition that minlev(K)→∞,
K ∈ K.
For each k ≥ 0 fix a basis Bk of U(LieG(F∞)
1⊗C)≤k, equipped with the usual filtration,
and set
‖h‖k =
∑
X∈Bk
‖X ⋆ h‖L1(G(A)1)
for functions h ∈ C∞c (G(A)
1), where we view X as a left-invariant differential operator on
G(F∞). For a compact subset Ω ⊂ G(A)
1 the norms ‖·‖k endow the space C
∞
Ω (G(A)
1) of
all smooth functions on G(A)1 supported in Ω with the structure of a Fre´chet space. (It is
equivalent to use the seminorms supx∈Ω|(X ⋆ h)(x)| for X ∈ U(LieG∞ ⊗C) instead of the
norms ‖h‖k, k ≥ 0.) Analogously, we set
‖h‖k =
∑
X∈Bk
‖X ⋆ h‖L1(G(FS)1)
for k ≥ 0 and h ∈ C∞c (G(FS)
1). As above, for a compact subset ΩS ⊂ G(FS)
1 these
norms furnish the space C∞ΩS(G(FS)
1) of all smooth functions on G(FS)
1 supported in ΩS
with the structure of a Fre´chet space. We also write CΩS(G(FS)
1) for the Banach space of
continuous functions on G(FS)
1 supported in ΩS .
We will use the notation A≪ B to mean that there exists a constant c (independent of
the parameters under consideration) such that A ≤ cB. If c depends on some parameters
(say F ) and not on others then we will write A≪F B.
3.2. The geometric side of the trace formula. The point of departure of Arthur’s trace
formula is a certain distribution JT on G(A)1 which is defined for T ∈ aM0 sufficiently
regular in the positive Weyl chamber as the integral over G(F )\G(A)1 of the so-called
modified kernel (see [Art05, §6], which is based on [Art78]; see also [Art05, Theorem 9.1],
which is based on [Art81, §2]). As a function of T ∈ aM0 , J
T is a polynomial of degree at
most d0 = dim aM0−dimX
∗(G)⊗R, and the distribution J (the geometric side of the trace
formula) is defined to be JT0 , where T0 ∈ aM0 is a certain distinguished point specified in
[Art81, Lemma 1.1] that depends on G, M0 and K. The choice of T0 ensures, among other
things, that J does not depend on the additional choice of P0, although it still depends on
M0 and K (see [ibid., §2]).
For our purposes the following characterization of the polynomials JT will be useful.
Recall the truncation function F (·, T ) = FG(·, T ) for T ∈ aM0 , which is the characteristic
function of the truncated Siegel domain, a certain compact subset of G(F )\G(A)1 ([Art78,
p. 941], [Art85, p. 1242]). Also set d(T ) = minα∈∆0 〈α, T 〉, where ∆0 is the set of simple
roots (viewed also as linear forms on aM0).
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Theorem 3.1 (Arthur). Given h ∈ C∞c (G(A)
1), JT (h) is the unique polynomial in T ∈
aM0 such that
|JT (h)−
∫
G(F )\G(A)1
F (x, T )
∑
γ∈G(F )
h(x−1γx) dx| ≪h (1 + ‖T‖)
d0e−d(T )
for all T with d(T ) ≥ C, where C depends only on h.
This is a slight variant of [Art85, Theorem 3.1]. The formulation differs in two aspects.
First, we state the theorem for JT as a whole and not just for the unipotent contribution.
Second, the upper bound is slightly sharper than in [loc. cit.]. However, the proof of
[loc. cit.] is valid almost verbatim, except that every occurrence of UG(Q) and U1(Q) =
UMP1 (Q) has to be replaced by G(F ) and MP1(F ), respectively. (See also the remark after
[FLM14, Theorem 3.4].)
The distribution JT (and hence J) can be split according to geometric conjugacy classes
(see [Art85, Art86] and below). In particular, the contribution of a singleton conjugacy
class {z}, z ∈ Z(F ), is simply the constant polynomial vol(G(F )\G(A)1)h(z). Write
JTnc(h) = J
T (h)− vol(G(F )\G(A)1)
∑
z∈Z(F )
h(z), h ∈ C∞c (G(A)
1),
and set Jnc(h) = J
T0
nc (h). We want to estimate the latter distribution for the functions
h = hS ⊗ 1K in terms of K. When G is F -simple and simply connected, it is possible to
estimate Jnc(hS ⊗ 1K) in terms of the level of K. In general we have to use the modified
definition of level introduced in (3.2) above.
Theorem 3.2. There exist δ > 0 and an integer k ≥ 0, such that for any compact open
subgroup KS0 of G(A
S), any compact subset ΩS ⊂ G(FS)
1 and any integral ideal nS of OF
whose prime factors are in Sfin, we have
Jnc(hS ⊗ 1K)≪KS0 ,ΩS (1 + logN(nS))
d0 minlev(K)−δ‖hS‖k
for any bi-KSfin(nS)-invariant function hS ∈ C
∞
ΩS
(G(FS)
1) and any open subgroup K of
KS0 . In particular, if K is a non-degenerate family of open subgroups of K
S
0 , then
Jnc(hS ⊗ 1K)→ 0, K ∈ K,
for all hS ∈ C
∞
c (G(FS)
1).
We will prove the theorem in the rest of this section. We end this subsection with a
couple of remarks.
Remark 3.3. In the case where G is anisotropic modulo the center, Theorem 3.2 (together
with §2) already implies the limit multiplicity property, since the spectral limit property is
trivial in this case. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 3.2 can be much simplified, since Jnc(h)
is then given by the absolutely convergent integral
∫
G(F )\G(A)1
∑
γ∈G(F )−Z(F ) h(x
−1γx) dx.
(More general results for this case have been obtained independently in [ABB+].)
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Remark 3.4. In the case where K is a principal congruence subgroup, a quite precise
quantitative estimate has already been obtained in [FLM14, Proposition 3.8]. In the general
case, as will be explained below, the constant δ > 0 in Theorem 3.2 is directly derived from
the estimates of [FL13], which are based on the approximation principle for open subgroups
of KS0 . In particular, any effective version of these estimates would provide an effective
value of δ.
3.3. Decomposition according to normal subgroups. In Theorem 3.1, JT (h) is ap-
proximated by an integral of a sum over γ ∈ G(F ), and JTnc(h) is obtained by restricting
the sum to non-central elements γ. In order to deal with the case where G is not necessar-
ily F -simple modulo the center, we partition the set G(F ) according to the Zariski closed
normal subgroup of Gad generated by Ad(γ) and decompose the distributions JT and JTnc
accordingly. Equivalently, we consider (not necessarily connected) Zariski closed normal
subgroups H of G containing ZG.
For any G(F )-conjugation invariant subset C ⊂ G(F ) let J˜TC be the Radon measure on
G(A) (or on any closed G(A)-conjugation invariant subset of G(A) containing C) given by
J˜TC (f) =
∫
G(F )\G(A)1
F (x, T )
∑
γ∈C
f(x−1γx) dx.
Clearly, J˜TC1∪C2 = J˜
T
C1
+ J˜TC2 if C1 and C2 are disjoint. We then have the following technical
refinement of Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.5. Let H be a Zariski closed (not necessarily connected) normal subgroup of G
defined over F . Then for any f ∈ C∞c (H(A)
1) there exists a polynomial JTH(f) in T ∈ aM0
characterized by the following property. There exist integers k,m ≥ 1 such that for any
compact set Ω ⊂ H(A)1, any non-zero ideal n of OF and any function f ∈ C
∞
Ω (H(A)
1)
which is bi-invariant under K(n) ∩H(A)+, we have
(3.3) JTH(f)− J˜
T
H(F )(f)≪Ω ‖f‖kN(n)
m(1 + ‖T‖)d0e−d(T ), d(T ) ≥ dΩ,
where dΩ > 0 and the implied constant depend only on Ω.
We remark that in general the distributions J˜TH(F ) and J
T
H are not simply the distributions
J˜T and JT with respect to H , even if H contains the center of G (which will be the only
case relevant for us). Thus, Lemma 3.5 is not a formal consequence of Theorem 3.1 as
stated. However, the proof of [Art85, Theorem 3.1] carries over to the case at hand with
minor modifications. We defer the detailed proof of Lemma 3.5, which is independent from
the rest of this section, to §3.5 below.
In the following, we will view the distributions JTH also as distributions on C
∞
c (G(A)
1)
(by restriction of functions).
Let now F(G) be the set of all Zariski closed normal subgroups H of G defined over F
such that ZH = ZG. The map H 7→ H
ad gives rise to a one-to-one correspondence between
F(G) and the set of all Zariski closed normal subgroups of Gad defined over F , which is
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just the set of all products of the F -simple factors of Gad. For any H ∈ F(G) set
H˜ = H −
⋃
H′∈F(G), H′(H
H ′,
which is a conjugation-invariant relatively open subset of H . Thus, we have a partition
H =
∐
H′∈F(G), H′⊂H
H˜ ′.
Note that γ ∈ G(F ) belongs to H˜(F ) if and only if Had is the normal subgroup of Gad
generated by Ad(γ). Define
JT
H˜
(f) =
∑
H′∈F(G), H′⊂H
(−1)r(H)−r(H
′)JTH′(f)
where r(H) is the number of F -simple factors of Had. Thus,
JTH(f) =
∑
H′∈F(G), H′⊂H
JT
H˜′
(f).
In particular,
J(f) =
∑
H∈F(G)
JH˜(f)
and
(3.4) Jnc(f) =
∑
H∈F(G):H 6=ZG
JH˜(f).
From Lemma 3.5, applied to all H ∈ F(G), we deduce
Corollary 3.6. There exist integers k,m ≥ 1 such that for any compact set Ω ⊂ G(A)1,
any non-zero ideal n of OF and any function h ∈ C
∞
Ω (G(A)
1) which is bi-invariant under
the group K(n) ∩H(A)+, we have
JT
H˜
(h)− J˜T
H˜(F )
(h)≪Ω ‖h‖k N(n)
m(1 + ‖T‖)d0e−d(T ), d(T ) ≥ dΩ,
where dΩ > 0 and the implied constant depend only on Ω.
3.4. An estimate for truncated integrals. Using Corollary 3.6, Theorem 3.2 reduces
to a suitable upper bound for the truncated integrals J˜T
H˜(F )
(hS ⊗ 1K). Such a bound is
provided by the following lemma, which extends the result of [FLM14, Lemma 3.5] for
principal congruence subgroups.
Lemma 3.7. There exists δ > 0 such that for any H ∈ F(G), H 6= ZG, any compact open
subgroup KS0 of G(A
S) and any compact subset ΩS ⊂ G(FS)
1 we have
(3.5) J˜T
H˜(F )
(hS ⊗ 1K)≪KS0 ,ΩS lev(K;H
+)−δ · (1 + ‖T‖)d0 · |hS|∞
for any hS ∈ CΩS(G(FS)
1), any T such that d(T ) ≥ dΩSKS0 , and any open subgroup K of
KS0 .
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Before proving the lemma we quickly explain how it implies Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let H ∈ F(G), H 6= ZG. Arthur’s interpolation argument (cf. the
proof of [FLM14, Proposition 3.1], which is modeled after the proof of [Art85, Theorem
4.2]), combined with Corollary 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 implies that for any compact subset
ΩS ⊂ G(FS)
1 we have
JH˜(hS ⊗ 1K)≪KS0 ,ΩS lev(K;H
+)−δ(1 + log lev(K;H+) + logN(nS))
d0‖hS‖k
for all bi-KSfin(nS)-invariant functions hS ∈ C
∞
ΩS
(G(FS)
1) (where k is as in Corollary 3.6
and δ as in Lemma 3.7). Theorem 3.2 (with any smaller value of δ) now follows from
(3.4). 
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 3.7. We first quote the main result of [FL13, §5]. We
recall [ibid., Definition 5.2] the definition of the functions λHp , where H ∈ F(G), H 6= ZG,
and p is a prime. Fix a Z-lattice Λ0 in g (the Lie algebra of G) such that Λ0 ⊗ Zˆ is stable
under the adjoint action of K0 = KSfinK
S
0 . For x ∈ G(Afin) set
λHp (x) = max{n ∈ Z ∪ {∞} : (Ad(xp)− 1) Prh′(Λ⊗ Zp) ⊂ p
n(Λ⊗ Zp) for some h
′ 6= 0 },
where h′ ranges over the non-trivial semisimple ideals of the Qp-Lie algebra h⊗Qp ⊂ g⊗Qp,
and Prh′ denotes the corresponding projection g⊗Qp → h
′ ⊂ g⊗Qp. (It is enough to take
the simple ideals.)
We also set
ΛH(g) =
∏
p:λHp (g)≥0
pλ
H
p (g)
for all g ∈ G(F )− ∪H′∈F(G),H′ 6⊃HH
′(F ). Note that by [FL13, Lemma 5.25] (applied to the
projection of Ad(g) to Had(F )), ΛH(g) is well-defined (i.e., finite) under our restriction on
g.
It follows from the definition that whenever H = H1 · · ·Hr with groups H1, . . . , Hr ∈
F(G), we have
λHp (x) = max
1≤i≤r
λHip (x)
and therefore
(3.6) ΛH(x) = lcm1≤i≤r Λ
Hi(x).
Lemma 3.8. There exist constants ε, δ > 0 such that for any open compact subgroup KS0 of
G(AS) and any compact set Γ ⊂ G(A) we have the following estimate. For all H ∈ F(G),
H 6= ZG, x ∈ H(A
S), y ∈ Γ, and all open subgroups K ⊂ KS0 with N = lev(K;H
+) =∏
p p
np we have
vol
(
{k ∈ KS : k−1y−1xyk ∈ K}
)
≪KS0 ,Γ
∏
p|N,λHp (x)<δnp
p−εnp.
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that S = S∞. Clearly, the volume in
question is bounded by the supremum of vol
(
{k ∈ KS ∩H(AS) : k−1y−1xyk ∈ K}
)
over
y ∈ ΓKS. The lemma follows now from [FL13, Corollary 5.8] (applied to the restriction of
scalars ResF/QH of H with respect to F/Q and to y
−1xy ∈ H(Afin) instead of x), upon
noting that there exist constants Ap, with Ap = 0 for almost all p, such that
|λHp (y
−1xy)− λHp (x)| ≤ Ap
for all primes p, x ∈ G(Afin), y ∈ ΓK
S. 
Let U be the unipotent radical of a standard parabolic subgroup P of G. We now
need two simple counting lemmas for the number of elements of U(F ) in compact subsets
of U(A) satisfying a non-degeneracy condition as well as a divisibility condition for the
function ΛH . They are easy consequences of [FLM14, Lemma 3.7].
In general, for a reductive group H over F we denote by AH the connected component
of the identity (in the usual topology) of the group of R-points of the Q-split part of the
center of ResF/QH , viewed as a subgroup of H(F∞). For a parabolic subgroup P ⊃ P0
with Levi part MP write AP = AMP and for T1 ∈ aM0 set
AP (T1) = {a ∈ AMP : α(a) > e
〈α,T1〉 ∀α ∈ ∆0}.
As in [Art78, p. 941], we fix once and for all a suitable vector T1, depending on G, M0,
P0 and K, such that G(A) = U0(A)M0(A)
1AP0(T1)K. Recall the elementary estimate for
the number of rational points in conjugates of compact subsets Ω ⊂ U(A), where U is the
unipotent radical of P [Art85, Lemma 5.1] (cf. also [FLM14, Lemma 3.7]): we have
(3.7) |U(F ) ∩ aΩa−1| ≪Ω δP (a), a ∈ AP (T1).
Lemma 3.9. Suppose that P = M ⋉ U is a standard parabolic subgroup of H ∈ F(G),
H 6= ZG, and Ω ⊂ U(A) a compact set. Then for every ǫ > 0 we have
(3.8) |{u ∈ U(F ) ∩ H˜(F ) ∩ aΩa−1 : Y
∣∣ΛH(u)}| ≪ǫ,Ω δP (a)Y ǫ−1
for any positive integer Y and any a ∈ AP (T1).
Proof. Suppose first that Had is F -simple. Then U(F ) ∩ H˜(F ) = U(F ) − {1}. Write
Had = ResE/F H1, where E is a finite extension of F , H1 is defined over E and absolutely
simple. Let u = LieU , so that exp u = U(F ), and note that u has the structure of an
E-vector space. Since Ω is compact, there exists an OE-lattice L of u such that U(F∞)Ω ⊂
U(F∞) exp(L ⊗ Zˆ). For any 0 6= X ∈ L let I(X) 6= 0 be the smallest ideal I of OE with
X ∈ IL and let Λ˜(X) = N(I(X)). By [FL13, Lemma 5.27] there exists a positive integer
D such that ΛH(expX)
∣∣DΛ˜(X) for any 0 6= X ∈ L. Therefore
{1 6= u ∈ U(F ) ∩ aΩa−1 : Y
∣∣ΛH(u)} ⊂ exp({0 6= X ∈ u ∩ Ad(a)ω : Y2 ∣∣ Λ˜(X)})
for Y2 = Y/ gcd(Y,D) and a suitable compact subset ω of u⊗ A. It follows from [FLM14,
Lemma 3.7] that
|{0 6= X ∈ u ∩Ad(a)ω : Y2
∣∣ Λ˜(X)}| ≪ω |{I ⊆ OE : N(I) = Y2}|δP (a)Y −12 .
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Since for every ǫ > 0 we have
|{I ⊆ OE : N(I) = Y2}| ≪ǫ Y
ǫ,
we obtain the estimate (3.8) in the F -simple case.
In general we can decomposeHad as the direct product of its F -simple factorsHad1 , . . . , H
ad
r .
Then U =
∏r
i=1 Ui and U(F ) ∩ H˜(F ) =
∏r
i=1(Ui(F ) − {1}). There exist compact sets
Ωi ⊂ Ui(A) with Ω ⊂
∏r
i=1Ωi. By (3.6), we have then
{u = u1 · · ·ur ∈ U˜(F ) ∩ aΩa
−1 : Y
∣∣ΛH(u)} ⊂⋃
(Y1,...,Yr): Y1···Yr=Y
r∏
i=1
{1 6= ui ∈ Ui(F ) ∩ aΩia
−1 : Yi
∣∣ΛHi(ui)}.
Since the number of factorizations (Y1, . . . , Yr) of Y is ≪η Y
η for any η > 0, the lemma
follows from the previous case. 
Corollary 3.10. Let H ∈ F(G), H 6= ZG, P = M ⋉U a standard parabolic subgroup of G
defined over F , Ω ⊂ U(A) compact and m ∈M(F ). Then for any ǫ > 0 we have
(3.9) |{u ∈ U(F ) ∩ aΩa−1 : mu ∈ H˜(F ), Y
∣∣ΛH(mu)}| ≪Ω,m,ǫ δP (a)Y ǫ−1
for all positive integers Y and a ∈ AP (T1).
Proof. Write PH = P ∩H ,MH =M ∩H , UH = U ∩H , and note that then PH = MH⋉UH .
Thus, if m /∈ H(F ) then the estimate is trivial. Therefore we can assume that m ∈MH(F )
and consider only u ∈ UH(F ) ∩ aΩa
−1 in (3.9).
Let H1 ∈ F(G) be such that m ∈ H˜1(F ). Clearly, we have H1 ⊂ H . By [FL13,
Lemma 5.26], there exists a positive integer Y1 with Λ
H1(mu)
∣∣Y1 independently of u ∈
UH(F ) ∩ UH(F∞)Ω. In particular, (3.9) clearly holds if H1 = H , and we may therefore
assume from now on that H1 is a proper subgroup of H . Factor H as H = H1H2 with
H2 ∈ F(H) and H1 ∩ H2 = ZG, which implies that UH is the direct product of U1 and
U2. Then U2 ∩ H˜2 is the set of all elements of U2 which are non-trivial in every F -simple
coordinate of H2, and therefore mu1u2 ∈ H˜(F ) if and only if u2 ∈ U2(F ) ∩ H˜2(F ). Also,
ΛH(mu1u2) is by (3.6) the least common multiple of Λ
H1(mu1) and Λ
H2(u2). Therefore for
suitable compact subsets Ωi ⊂ Ui(A) the set
{u1u2 ∈ UH(F ) ∩ aΩa
−1 : mu1u2 ∈ H˜(F ), Y
∣∣ΛH(mu1u2)}
is contained in the set
{u1u2 : u1 ∈ U1(F ) ∩ aΩ1a
−1, u2 ∈ U2(F ) ∩ H˜2(F ) ∩ aΩ2a
−1, Y2
∣∣ΛH2(u2)}
for Y2 = Y/ gcd(Y, Y1).
The corollary follows by combining (3.7) for P1 ⊂ H1 with Lemma 3.9 applied to H2
and its parabolic subgroup P2. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.7. Adapting Arthur’s discussion in [Art85, §5] to the current situation,
we can bound J˜T
H˜(F )
(hS ⊗ 1K) up to a constant by (1 + ‖T‖)
d0 times
(3.10) sup
a∈AP0 (T1)
δP0(a)
−1
∑
γ∈H˜(F )
φ(a−1γa),
where
φ(x) = sup
y∈Γ
∫
K
|(hS ⊗ 1K)(k
−1y−1xyk)| dk
for a compact set Γ ⊂ G(A)1 depending only on G, P0 and K. Furthermore, (3.10) is
bounded by the sum over standard parabolic subgroups P = M ⋉ U and µ ∈M(F ) of
sup
a∈AP (T1)
δP (a)
−1
∑
ν∈U(F ):µν∈H˜(F )
φµ(a
−1νa),
where
φµ(u) = sup
b∈B
δP0(b)
−1φ(b−1µub), u ∈ UP (A),
for a fixed compact set B ⊂ A0. In particular, for a given P , µ is confined to a finite subset
of M(F ) that depends only on ΩS.
Fix µ ∈ M(F ). Let N = lev(K;H+) and let P(N) be the set of prime divisors of N .
Let P ′ ⊂ P(N) be an arbitrary subset of P(N) and write NP ′ =
∏
p∈P ′ p
vp(N).
For any ν ∈ U(F ) let
A(N,H, µν) = {p ∈ P(N) : λHp (µν) < δvp(N)} ⊂ P(N).
By Lemma 3.8 we have
φµ(a
−1νa)≪ |hS|∞ ·N
−ε
P ′ if A(N,H, µν) = P
′.
It follows that for a suitable compact set Ω ⊂ U(A) (depending on ΩS) we have:∑
ν∈U(F ):µν∈H˜(F ), A(N,H,µν)=P ′
φµ(a
−1νa)≪
|hS|∞ ·N
−ε
P ′ · |{ν ∈ U(F ) ∩ aΩa
−1 : µν ∈ H˜(F ), A(N,H, µν) = P ′}|.
On the other hand, for A(N,H, µν) = P ′ clearly
(N/NP ′)
δ ≤
∏
p/∈P ′
p⌈δvp(N)⌉
∣∣ΛH(µν).
Thus, using Corollary 3.10 we have for any 0 < δ′ < min(ε, δ):∑
ν∈U(F ):µν∈H˜(F ), A(N,H,µν)=P ′
φµ(a
−1νa)≪µ,Ω δP (a)|hS|∞N
−ε
P ′ (N/NP ′)
−δ′ ≤ δP (a)|hS|∞N
−δ′ .
Hence, summing over all possibilities for P ′ ⊂ P(N) we obtain that∑
ν∈U(F ):µν∈H˜(F )
φµ(a
−1νa)≪µ,Ω |{P
′ : P ′ ⊂ P(N)}|δP (a)|hS|∞N
−δ′ ≪ δP (a)|hS|∞N
−δ′′
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for any 0 < δ′′ < δ′. The lemma follows. 
3.5. Proof of Lemma 3.5. To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.2 it remains to prove
Lemma 3.5.
Proof. Let P
(H)
0 be the normalizer in G of P0 ∩ H . Thus P
(H)
0 is the largest parabolic
subgroup of G such that P
(H)
0 ∩ H = P0 ∩ H . The map P 7→ P ∩ H defines a one-to-
one correspondence, preserving unipotent radicals, between the parabolic subgroups of G
containing P
(H)
0 and the standard parabolic subgroups of H . The inverse map takes Q to
its normalizer in G. Moreover, P ⊃ P
(H)
0 if and only if the radical NP of P is contained in
H .
For any f ∈ Cc(H(A)
1) we define the modified kernel with respect to H by
kT(H)(x, f) =
∑
P :P
(H)
0 ⊂P⊂G
(−1)dim a
G
P
∑
δ∈P (F )\G(F )
K
(H)
P (δx, δx)τˆP (HP (δx)− T ), x ∈ G(A),
where
K
(H)
P (x, x) =
∑
γ∈H(F )∩MP (F )
∫
NP (A)
f(x−1γnx) dn
and aGP , HP and τˆP are as in [Art78]. We recall that only finitely many terms (depending
on the support of f) are non-zero in the sums above. Note that in the case H = G the
function kT(H)(x, f) coincides with the modified kernel k
T (x, f) =
∑
o k
T
o (x, f) defined in
[Art05, (6.1)] (following [Art78]).
As in the case H = G we claim that for any f ∈ C∞c (H(A)
1) the integral
JTH(f) :=
∫
G(F )\G(A)1
kT(H)(x, f) dx
is absolutely convergent and that the estimate (3.3) holds. These facts are proved along
the same lines as [Art85, Theorem 3.1], which is based on the proof of [Art78, Theorem
7.1]. Since the modifications are mostly straightforward we only point out the differences.
In the analysis of [Art78, pp. 942-945] we have to take into account that we sum only
over P ⊃ P
(H)
0 . As a result P1(Q) ∩M(Q) ∩ o at the bottom of [ibid., p. 944] is to be
replaced by P1(F )∩M(F )∩H(F ) which is equal to (MP˜1(F )∩H(F ))NP˜1(F ) where P˜1 is
the (parabolic) subgroup generated by P1 and P
(H)
0 . In the ensuing discussion N
P
1 (Q) and
nP1 (Q) are to be replaced by N
P
P˜1
(F ) and nP
P˜1
(F ) respectively. This results in the following
changes in the proof of [Art85, Theorem 3.1] (pp. 1245-1249):
(1) The unipotent variety UG(Q) is replaced by H(F ) and U1(Q) by MP1(F )∩H(F ) =
MP˜1(F ) ∩H(F ).
(2) The sum before formula (3.1) will now be over {P1, P2 : P1 ( P2, P2 ⊃ P
(H)
0 }.
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(3) From formula (3.1) onward nP2P1(Q)
′ is replaced by nP2
P˜1
(F )′ where nP2
P˜1
is the Lie
algebra of NP˜1 ∩MP2 and
nP2
P˜1
(F )′ = nP2
P˜1
(F )−
⋃
P˜1⊂P(P2
nP
P˜1
(F ).
(4) Similarly nP1 is replaced by nP˜1 throughout (including in the definition of Φm(y, Y )).
(5) On p. 1246 δP1 is replaced by δP˜1 and δ
P1
P0
(a) by δP˜1P0 (aa
′) = δP1P0 (a)δ
P˜1
P1
(aa′).
(6) There is an extra δP˜1P1 (aa
′)−1 in formulas (3.3) and (3.5).
(7) In the definition of S at the bottom of p. 1247 and later on ∆P1P0 is replaced by ∆
P˜1
P0
.
The rest of the argument of [Art85, §3] is still valid. The point is that the extra factor
δP˜1P1 (aa
′)−1 compensates for the fact that the integers kα on p. 1248 are only guaranteed
to be positive for α 6∈ ∆P˜1P0 . Moreover, the definition of N(f) on p. 1247 (in the slightly
modified setup) makes it clear that it suffices to assume that f ∈ C∞Ω (H(A)
1) is bi-invariant
under K(n) ∩H(A)+ for (3.3) to hold.
Finally, the argument of [Art05, §9] (or [Art81, §2]) applies without change (except for
replacing P0 by P
(H)
0 ) to show that J
T
H(f) is a polynomial in T for d(T ) ≥ dΩ. 
4. The spectral limit property
We now turn to the spectral side of the trace formula, establish the spectral limit property
and finish the proof of Theorem 1.4. For this, we use again the group-theoretic estimates
of [FL13, §5], and combine them with the strategy of [FLM14, §7]. As in [ibid.], the proof
proceeds in two stages. In the first stage we prove for each proper Levi subgroup M of
G a different property of the family of all open subgroups of a compact open subgroup of
M(Afin). This intermediate statement is proved by induction over the semisimple rank of
G. It is then used to derive the spectral limit property for the group G. We first introduce
the necessary notation and recall the appropriate inductive property.
4.1. Polynomially bounded collections of measures. The technical concept of poly-
nomial boundedness was introduced in [FLM14], following the work of Delorme [Del86].
To recall this notion, we first introduce some notation.
Let θ be the Cartan involution ofG(F∞) definingK∞. It induces a Cartan decomposition
g∞ = LieG(F∞) = p ⊕ k with k = LieK∞. We fix an invariant bilinear form B on g∞
which is positive definite on p and negative definite on k. This choice defines a Casimir
operator Ω on G(F∞), and we denote the Casimir eigenvalue of any π ∈ Π(G(F∞)) by
λπ. Fix a maximal abelian subalgebra a of p ∩ LieG(F∞)
1 and let ‖·‖ be the norm on a
induced by B. For any r > 0 let H(G(F∞)
1)r be the subspace of H(G(F∞)
1) consisting of
all functions supported in the compact subset K∞ exp({x ∈ a : ‖x‖ ≤ r})K∞ of G(F∞)
1.
For any finite set F ⊂ Π(K∞) we letH(G(F∞)
1)F be the subspace ofH(G(F∞)
1) consisting
of functions whose K∞ × K∞-types are contained in F × F . Let also H(G(F∞)
1)r,F =
H(G(F∞)
1)r ∩ H(G(F∞)
1)F .
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We recall [FLM14, Definition 6.2] that a collection M of Borel measures on Π(G(F∞)
1)
is called polynomially bounded if for any finite set F ⊂ Π(K∞) the supremum supν∈M|ν(fˆ)|
is a continuous seminorm on H(G(F∞)
1)r,F . As was shown in [ibid., Proposition 6.1] (using
the Paley-Wiener theorem of [CD90]), this property is independent of r > 0 and moreover
it is equivalent to the following condition on M: for any finite set F ⊂ Π(K∞) there exists
an integer N = N(F) such that
(4.1) sup
ν∈M
ν(gN,F) <∞,
where gN,F is the non-negative function on Π(G(F∞)
1) defined by
gN,F(π) =
{
(1 + |λπ|)
−N , if π contains a K∞-type in F ,
0, otherwise.
4.2. Review of bounds on the spectral side. We quickly recall some facts on the
spectral side of the distribution J . It is given by
(4.2) J(h) =
∑
[M ]
Jspec,M(h), h ∈ C
∞
c (G(A)
1),
with summation ranging over the conjugacy classes of Levi subgroups of G, represented by
groupsM ⊃M0. The term corresponding toM = G is simply Jspec,G(h) = trRdisc(h). The
other terms were explicated in [Art82a, Art82b] and further analyzed in [FLM11, FL11].
We will not go into the (rather elaborate) description here, since for the sake of this paper
all what we need is a (conditional) estimate proved in [FLM14]. The estimate depends
on properties (TWN) and (BD) for G, which were introduced in [ibid., §5]. The former
is a growth condition of the normalizing factors of global intertwining operators while the
latter is a property of the normalized local intertwining operators. These properties are
established for G = GL(n) and isogenous groups in [ibid., Proposition 5.5, Theorem 5.15],
and are conjectured to hold for any reductive group G. We will not recall the precise
formulation here and instead refer the reader to the discussion in [FLM14].
Let P = M ⋉ U be a parabolic subgroup of G defined over F with M ⊃ M0. Let GM
be the Zariski closed subgroup of G generated by the unipotent radicals of the parabolic
subgroups of G with Levi part M . Thus, GM is defined over F , contained in G
der, and
normal in G.
Let L2disc(AMM(F )\M(A)) be the discrete part of L
2(AMM(F )\M(A)), i.e., the closure
of the sum of all irreducible subrepresentations of the regular representation of M(A).
Denote by Πdisc(M(A)) the countable set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary rep-
resentations of M(A) which occur in the decomposition of L2disc(AMM(F )\M(A)) into
irreducibles. For any π ∈ Πdisc(M(A)) we denote by A
2
π(P ) the space of automorphic func-
tions ϕ on U(A)M(F )\G(A) such that for all g ∈ G(A) the function m 7→ δP (m)
− 1
2ϕ(mg)
belongs to the π-isotypic component of L2(AMM(F )\M(A)). For a compact open subgroup
K of G(Afin) and τ ∈ Π(K∞) we denote by A
2
π(P )
K,τ the subspace of right K-invariant
functions which are τ -isotypic with respect to K∞.
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For any finite set S ⊃ S∞ and any open subgroup KS of KSfin let H(G(FS)
1)F ,KS be the
space of all bi-KS-invariant functions f ∈ H(G(FS)
1) such that the function f(·g) belongs
to H(G(F∞)
1)F for all g ∈ G(FS)
1.
Proposition 4.1. ([FLM14, Lemma 7.2]) Suppose that G satisfies properties (TWN) and
(BD). Let S ⊃ S∞ be a finite set of places of F and F ⊂ Π(K∞) a finite set. Then for
any sufficiently large N > 0 there exists an integer k ≥ 0 such that for any open subgroup
KS of KSfin, open compact subgroup K of G(A
S) and ǫ > 0, we have
(4.3) Jspec,M(h⊗ 1K)
≪F ,N,ǫ vol(K) lev(KSK;G
+
M)
ǫ‖h‖k
∑
τ∈F ,
π∈Πdisc(M(A))
(1 + |λπ∞|)
−N dimA2π(P )
KSK,τ
for all h ∈ H(G(FS)
1)F ,KS .
Remark 4.2. As explained in [ibid.], in practice the factor lev(KSK;G
+
M)
ǫ in (4.3) can
be replaced by (1 + log lev(KSK;G
+
M))
m, where m is the co-rank of M in G, in all cases
where we can verify properties (TWN) and (BD) (and conjecturally in general). However,
this strengthening would not significantly improve our main result.
4.3. Integrals over Richardson orbits. The main intermediate step in the proof of the
spectral limit property is to establish polynomial boundedness of the collection of measures
{µG,S∞K }K∈K on G(F∞)
1, where K is the set of all open subgroups of a fixed compact open
subgroupK0 of G(Afin) (Proposition 4.7 below). For the proof, we will assume by induction
that this property holds for proper Levi subgroups M of G and explicate Proposition 4.1
in terms of certain unipotent orbital integrals (Proposition 4.4 below).
Let dℓp be a left Haar measure of P (Afin) and let δP be the modulus function of P (Afin).
For any continuous function f on G(Afin) such that f(pg) = δP (p)f(g) for all p ∈ P (Afin),
g ∈ G(Afin), the integral
∫
P (Afin)\G(Afin)
f(g) dg is well defined and is invariant under right
translation by elements of G(Afin). By our choice of measures we have∫
P (Afin)\G(Afin)
f(g) dg =
∫
Kfin
f(k) dk.
Moreover, we have ∫
G(Afin)
f(g) dg =
∫
P (Afin)\G(Afin)
∫
P (Afin)
f(pg) dℓp dg
for all f ∈ Cc(G(Afin)).
For any f ∈ Cc(G(Afin)) define
OIP (f) =
∫
P (Afin)\G(Afin)
∫
U(Afin)
f(g−1ug) du dg =
∫
Kfin
∫
U(Afin)
f(k−1uk) du dk.
It is then clear that OIP is an invariant distribution on G(Afin). (It is in fact the stable
distribution corresponding to the Richardson orbit with respect to P .) For any compact
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open subgroup K ⊂ G(Afin) set
OIP,K = OIP (1K).
Denote by projM the canonical projection P (Afin) → M(Afin). Note that the double
coset space P (Afin)\G(Afin)/K is finite, since P (Afin)\G(Afin) is compact.
Lemma 4.3. For any compact open subgroup K ⊂ G(Afin) we have
(4.4) OIP,K = vol(K)
∑
γ∈P (Afin)\G(Afin)/K
(volM(projM(P (Afin) ∩ γKγ
−1)))−1.
Proof. We write
OIP,K =
∫
P (Afin)\G(Afin)
volU(U(Afin) ∩ gKg
−1) dg
=
∑
γ∈P (Afin)\G(Afin)/K
∫
P (Afin)\P (Afin)γK
volU(U(Afin) ∩ gKg
−1) dg.
On the other hand, we claim that for each γ ∈ G(Afin) we have
vol(K) =
∫
P (Afin)\P (Afin)γK
volP (P (Afin) ∩ gKg
−1) dg
= volM(projM(P (Afin) ∩ γKγ
−1))
∫
P (Afin)\P (Afin)γK
volU(U(Afin) ∩ gKg
−1) dg,
where for the second equality we use the fact that for any compact open subgroup L ⊂
P (Afin) we can factor
volP (L) = volM(projM(L)) volU(U(Afin) ∩ L).
This clearly implies the lemma.
To prove the claim, we may replace g by gγ−1 and K by γKγ−1 and reduce to the case
γ = 1. For g ∈ P (Afin)K we can write (non-uniquely) g = pgkg with pg ∈ P (Afin) and
kg ∈ K. This implies that P (Afin)∩Kg
−1 = p−1g (P (Afin)∩pgKg
−1) = p−1g (P (Afin)∩gKg
−1).
We obtain
vol(K) =
∫
P (Afin)\P (Afin)K
∫
P (Afin)
1K(pg) dℓp dg
=
∫
P (Afin)\P (Afin)K
volP (P (Afin) ∩Kg
−1) dg
=
∫
P (Afin)\P (Afin)K
volP (P (Afin) ∩ gKg
−1) dg,
which establishes the claim and finishes the proof. 
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Proposition 4.4. Suppose that G satisfies properties (TWN) and (BD). Let S ⊃ S∞
be a finite set of places of F and KS0 a compact open subgroup of G(A
S). Let M be a
proper standard Levi subgroup of G defined over F . Assume that the collection of measures
{µM,S∞KM }, where KM = projM(P (Afin)∩ γK˜γ
−1), K˜ is an open subgroup of K0 = KSfinK
S
0 ,
and γ ∈ G(Afin), is polynomially bounded.
Then for any finite set F ⊂ Π(K∞) there exists an integer k ≥ 0 such that for any open
subgroup KS ⊂ KSfin and ǫ > 0 we have
Jspec,M(h⊗ 1K)≪F ,ǫ vol(KS)
−1‖h‖k · OIP,KSK · lev(KSK;G
+
M)
ǫ
for all h ∈ H(G(FS)
1)F ,KS and all open subgroups K of K
S
0 .
Proof. For an open subgroup K of KS0 write K˜ = KSK. Let FM ⊂ Π(KM,∞) be the finite
set of all irreducible components of the restrictions of elements of F to KM,∞. Then by
Frobenius reciprocity only those π ∈ Πdisc(M(A)) such that π∞ contains a KM,∞-type in
FM can contribute to the right-hand side of (4.3). We denote the corresponding subset of
Πdisc(M(A)) by Πdisc(M(A))
FM .
Consider now the dimensions of the spaces of automorphic forms appearing in (4.3). We
have
dimA2π(P )
K˜,τ = mπ dim Ind
G(A)
P (A)(π)
K˜,τ
= mπ dim(Ind
G(F∞)
P (F∞)
π∞)
τ dim(Ind
G(Afin)
P (Afin)
πfin)
K˜ ,
where
mπ = dimHom(π, L
2
disc(AMM(F )\M(A))).
The factor dim(Ind
G(F∞)
P (F∞)
π∞)
τ is bounded by (dim τ)2, while
dim(Ind
G(Afin)
P (Afin)
πfin)
K˜ =
∑
γ∈P (Afin)\G(Afin)/K˜
dim π
K˜γ
M
fin
with
K˜γM = projM(P (Afin) ∩ γK˜γ
−1).
Putting things together, for any N there exists k such that
Jspec,M(h⊗ 1K)≪F ,ǫ
vol(K)‖h‖k lev(K˜;G
+
M)
ǫ
∑
γ∈P (Afin)\G(Afin)/K˜
∑
π∈Πdisc(M(A))
FM
(1 + |λπ∞|)
−Nmπ dim π
K˜γ
M
fin .
By assumption, the collection of measures {µM,S∞
K˜γ
M
} is polynomially bounded. Using
(4.1), this means that there exists an integer N , depending only on FM , such that
volM(K˜
γ
M)
∑
π∈Πdisc(M(A))
FM
(1 + |λπ∞|)
−Nmπ dim π
K˜γ
M
fin ≪FM 1
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as K ⊂ KS0 and γ ∈ G(Afin). By Lemma 4.3, we obtain from this that
vol(K˜)
∑
γ∈P (Afin)\G(Afin)/K˜
∑
π∈Πdisc(M(A))
FM
(1 + |λπ∞|)
−Nmπ dim π
K˜γ
M
fin ≪FM OIP,K˜.
The proposition follows. 
We remark that the assumption that K˜ is a subgroup of KSfinK
S
0 did not play any role
in the proof. Thus, the same argument yields the following more general result (which will
not be used in the remainder of this paper).
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that G satisfies properties (TWN) and (BD). Let S ⊃ S∞ be
a finite set of places of F and KS a collection of compact open subgroups of G(AS). Let
M be a proper standard Levi subgroup of G defined over F . Assume that the collection of
measures {µM,S∞KM }, where KM = projM(P (Afin) ∩ γKSK
Sγ−1), KS is an open subgroup of
KSfin, K
S ∈ KS, and γ ∈ G(Afin), is polynomially bounded.
Then for any finite set F ⊂ Π(K∞) there exists an integer k ≥ 0 such that for any open
subgroup KS ⊂ KSfin and ǫ > 0 we have
Jspec,M(h⊗ 1K)≪F ,ǫ vol(KS)
−1‖h‖k · OIP,KSK · lev(KSK;G
+
M)
ǫ
for all h ∈ H(G(FS)
1)F ,KS and all K ∈ K
S.
4.4. Completion of the proof. We can now prove polynomial boundedness by induction
over the Levi subgroups of G. The group-theoretic ingredient is the following estimate for
OIP,K from [FL13].
Lemma 4.6. ([FL13, Corollary 5.28]) There exists δ > 0 such that for all compact open
subgroups K0 ⊂ G(Afin) we have
OIP,K ≪K0 lev(K;G
+
M)
−δ,
as K ranges over the open subgroups of K0.
From this we obtain our main technical result.
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that G satisfies (TWN) and (BD). Then for any compact open
subgroup K0 of G(Afin) the collection of measures {µ
G,S∞
K }, K ranging over the open sub-
groups of K0, is polynomially bounded.
Proof. First note that it is enough to prove the statement for K0 = Kfin. This follows from
the elementary inequality
µK1 ≤ [K1 : K2]µK2,
which holds for any compact open subgroups K1 ⊃ K2 of G(Afin).
We prove the statement for K0 = Kfin by induction on the semisimple rank of G. The
base of the induction is [FLM14, Lemma 7.6]. We recall that properties (TWN) and (BD)
are hereditary for Levi subgroups. For the induction step, we can therefore assume that
for any proper Levi subgroup M of G the collection of measures {µM,S∞K }, K ranging over
the open subgroups of KM,fin = K ∩M(Afin), is polynomially bounded.
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Fix r > 0 and apply the trace formula to h⊗1K , where h ∈ H(G(F∞)
1)r,F . By (4.2) we
have
vol(G(F )\G(A)1)µG,S∞K (hˆ) = J(h⊗ 1K)−
∑
[M ],M 6=G
Jspec,M(h⊗ 1K).
By Theorem 3.2 (with S = S∞), supK |J(h⊗ 1K)| is a continuous seminorm on the space
H(G(F∞)
1)r,F . On the other hand, applying Proposition 4.4 with S = S∞ (taking into
account the induction hypothesis and the fact that G(Afin) = P (Afin)Kfin) and Lemma 4.6,
we infer that every spectral term supK |Jspec,M(h⊗ 1K)| is also a continuous seminorm on
H(G(F∞)
1)r,F . We conclude that the collection {µ
G,S∞
K } is polynomially bounded. 
Remark 4.8. We expect that even the collection {µG,S∞K }K∈K, where K is the set of all
compact open subgroups of G(Afin), is polynomially bounded. As already mentioned in the
introduction, for general G the estimates on the geometric and spectral sides contained in
this paper are not sufficient to show this. However, for the groups G = GL(n) and SL(n)
it is easy to see that the general boundedness statement is true, since for G = GL(n) all
maximal compact subgroups of G(Afin) are conjugate, and for G = SL(n) they fall into
finitely many classes under the action of GL(n, F ) SL(n,Afin).
As before, let S be a finite set of places containing S∞.
Corollary 4.9 (Spectral limit property). Suppose that G satisfies properties (TWN) and
(BD). Let KS0 be a compact open subgroup of G(A
S). Then the spectral limit property holds
with respect to any non-degenerate family K of open subgroups of KS0 .
Proof. By Proposition 4.7, for every Levi subgroup M and any fixed compact open sub-
group KS0 ⊂ G(A
S) the collection of the measures {µM,S∞KM } for KM = projM(P (Afin) ∩
γKγ−1), K ranging over the open subgroups of KSfinK
S
0 , γ ∈ G(Afin), is polynomially
bounded. Indeed, we may restrict here γ to a set of representatives for the finitely many
double cosets of P (Afin)\G(Afin)/KSfinK
S
0 .
Therefore, as in the proof of Proposition 4.7, we can apply Proposition 4.4 and Lemma
4.6 to conclude that for any M 6= G and h ∈ H(G(FS)
1) we have
Jspec,M(h⊗ 1K)→ 0
for a collection K of open subgroups of KS0 , provided that lev(K;G
+
M) → ∞, K ∈ K.
Thus, if minlev(K)→∞, K ∈ K, then we have by (4.2):
J(h⊗ 1K)− trRdisc(h⊗ 1K)→ 0,
which is the spectral limit property. 
The main result of the paper, Theorem 1.4, now follows from Theorem 3.2, Corollary
4.9, and the discussion in §2.
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